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3D CAMOUFLAGE ALUM.TUBE SPEARGUNS 
CARBON FIBER TUBE RUBBER SPEARGUNS 

2016 Year – New Product  
 

3D CAMOUFLAGE ALUM.TUBE SPEARGUNS 
The FINEST quality range of 3D CAMOUFLAGE alum. Tube and 

CARBON FIBER TUBE RUBBER SPEARGUNS 

The TOP quality range of CARBON FIBER tube is made from the finest materials by 3K carbon cloth.  

Rubber spearguns use the stronger latex band as a spring to propel a piston down the barrel to launch the spear shaft 
at highest velocity. The speargun body is made of glass-fiber plus reinforced nylon and TPR gripped handle  in red 
color. All of the speargun spear shafts in diameter 7.0mm are made of stainless steel materials. 

When the rubber speargun is re-loaded by inserting the spear shaft and pushing it down the barrel with the latex band 
in readiness for the next shot. Because the spear travels from within the barrel it is less likely to wander off target giving 
greater accuracy. These guns are highly reliable and require very little maintenance other than thorough washing with 
clear water when not in use. 

Special 4 New Concepts 

New TOP quality enclosed insert plate (stainless steel) for guide shaft to shoot the accuracy of your target. 
New TOP quality notch catch (stainless steel) to prevent smooth from the spear shaft during use.                                                
New TOP quality (stainless steel) mechanism triggering to prevent the long last friction use.Use the stainless steel 
wishbones to match the stronger strength from the latex bands.  

Speargun knife can be used as one more function to attach to the handle. 

Colors combination in assorted TPR gripped handles as per your option. 
 

3D CAMO TUBE RUBBER SPEARGUNS             

CARBON FIBER RUBBER SPEARGUNS 

Diameter : 28 mm Colors Black combination in assorted 
sizes are available in  

3D CAMO TUBE RUBBER SPEARGUNS                           CARBON FIBER RUBBER SPEARGUNS      
Item: CM3935 (Length:35cm)                                     Item: CF3935  (Length:35cm) 
Item: CM3950 (Length:50cm)                                     Item: CF3950  (Length:50cm) 
Item: CM3960 (Length:60cm)                                     Item: CF3960  (Length:60cm) 
Item: CM3970 (Length:70cm)                                     Item: CF3970  (Length:70cm) 
Item: CM3980 (Length:80cm)                                     Item: CF3980  (Length:80cm) 
Item: CM3990 (Length:90cm)                                     Item: CF3990  (Length:90cm) 
Item: CM39100 (Length:100cm)                                   Item: CF39100 (Length:100cm) 
Item: CM39110 (Length:110cm)                                   Item: CF39110 (Length:110cm) 
Item: CM39120 (Length:120cm)                                   Item: CF39120 (Length:120cm)          
Item: CM39130 (Length:130cm)                                   Item: CF39130 (Length:130cm) 
Item: CM39140 (Length:140cm)                                   Item: CF39140 (Length:140cm) 
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